We study the directional structure of the 1-minute magnetic variations and demonstrate their polarization-like asymmetry: statistically these directions are close to certain 2D plane in 3D space and the orientation of such a plane depends on the observatory location. We describe the method of the magnetic data processing and some partial results, however in this publication we are avoiding the reasonings concerning the physical origins of the detected effect and its consequences for the observatory data analysis in general. KEYWORDS: Magnetic variations; Magnetic field of the Earth.
Introduction
The geomagnetic field is continuously measured by a network of magnetic observatories, thus, the mathematical and computational technologies for data processing should take into account the actual conditions in which observation of the Earth magnetic field is performed at these observatories. For instance the effective identification of noise and elimination of its influence on final data is an important part of the data processing.
A magnetic observatory should be constructed so that only the natural magnetic field is present. In particular, the location is selected so that local magnetic anomalies, be it from geological or artificial origin, must be eliminated and this in principle should lead to the fact that the observable shortterm effects expected to be homogeneous. The spa-tial structure of the magnetic field is therefore welltested (typically this requires the spatial gradients to be of the order of magnitude 1 nT m −1 ), temporal magnetic field variations must be identical inside the entire observation space. However the study of the short-term variations was mainly reduced to their absolute or component estimations without serious interest to their directional structure [Khomutov et al., 2017] .
What is important is that such a study of the directional structure may be extracted not necessarily from the observatory datasets but also from a variometer, which is a magnetometer designed to monitor the temporal variations of magnetic field components relative to a fixed baseline. The numerous magnetic stations therefore give rise to more complete research of the local specific details of the directional variations. Indeed the installation of the variometer presumes the reference system (the most popular orientations are , , and , , ) and that the variometer orientation is stable over time.
We address to the directions that result from magnetic variations of the magnetic vector using either variometer or observatory data. Such a direction is a unit 3D-vector and the data is in one-one correspondence with the points of the unit sphere. The plan is to consider some statistical effects using the experimental probability density distribution. Generally speaking an arbitrary collection of data does not allow application of the statistical methods: the core of any statistics assumes that the data population is the part of some stationary process. For this assumption of stationarity we need some preliminary magnetic data processing since in real conditions the magnetic vector is subjected to daily and long-term secular variations, there are non-perturbed days and magnetic storm distortions, also the sufficient amount of data is necessary to reveal the (initially hidden) statistical effects.
We may use for the 1-minute variations the term "noise" which is by no doubt relative. For instance, temporary signals in the magnetic field caused by the sources in the ionosphere-magnetosphere are typically considered as noise (especially during ground magnetic survey and interpretation of results), the signals, which have sources closer than a few tens of kilometres, typically considered as noise during the observatory measurements [Santarelli et al., 2014] . Of course, there are also some sources of man-made noise such as DC railways, which in the case of appropriate conductivity of the crust can produce a significant effect in the magnetic data at large distances. It is important that these effects in principle differ in their durations, spectral shapes etc., the resolution of 1 s and the randomization of the observational periods may reduce the chance that the directional distribution results from the rare fact of the exceptional man-made or natural noise.
With all this precautions it comes out that the experimental probability density of 1-minute variations is not at all directionally isotropic. This is not new, since the registered magnetic variations may result from the induction effects of the electric currents in the crustal layers -in the situation of homogeneity at the local scale one may expect that the directions of magnetic variations share the horizontal plane. This is not the case however: indeed the 2D plane concentration of directions exists but this plane is in general neither horizontal nor perpendicular to the local magnetic field lines. We checked also the orientation of these planes in various observatories and saw no clear latitudinal or longitudinal dependencies. We may speculate that this is purely local effect but it is not equally obvious from station to station. Also, this effect depends on the strength of variation: the stronger the variation the closer its direction to the preferred 2D-plane.
At present we have no clear physical interpretation. For this we need at least several time-scales to state that this polarization effect is purely local. So we exhibit the approach now and plan to proceed with further research using various scales in time and space.
Methods
Without the loss of generality we may assume the initial magnetic data to be the sequence {B} of the 3D magnetic vectors B = B( ) where = +1 − equals to 1 minute. We aim to construct the population of 1 min magnetic variations b = B whatever this means. The real magnetic signal has some memory at a scales larger than 1-minute but we want to exclude this type of correlations in the sequence of variations. Therefore we take into account some other time scale Δ ≫ (in our implementation Δ is equal to 10 minutes) and perform some preprocessing.
The right plot at Figure 1 shows the almost linear decay of the histogram, this corresponds to the absolute difference of the two exponential distributions related each to the intensities of |B| (the latter can be in turn tested directly).
Data Preprocessing
Let us divide the time into sequential segments Δ -periods ( , + Δ ] and construct the second order approximation of (B( ), . . . , B( + Δ )) at each segment -this mimic the Δ -scale trends of the initial sequence. Now for an arbitrary ∈ ( , + Δ ] we use the vector value of this approximationB( ) and set u = B = B( ) −B( ).
It can be tested that the sequence {b} demonstrates much more stationary behaviour and less correlations -see for instance Figure 1 -than those in the sequence of the first differences {B +1 − B } (the latter mimic the sequence of time derivatives). Nevertheless at scales ≫ Δ there persist long-term changes of the absolute values |b| -this typically reflect the daily variation of the magnetic activity. The next transformation b ↦ → u is the normalization: u = b/|b| therefore we get the set of unit 3D vectors u ∈ R 3 . For this we may use magnetic data collected in the fixed UTC time interval (one or many). To illustrate here both approaches we choose the following examples: In fact we have considered also many other observatories and data sets. The selected examples are of more or less typical behavior.
Directional Data Selection and Plots
Actual values for b that appear during the preprocessing are very small in general and sometimes give zero values for |b| (because of finite precision of magnetometer) and in that latter case directional unit vector is not even defined. Zeros may also appear in one or even two components of vector |b|, the corresponding directions then will occupy coordinate planes or axes -but this are exceptional rare situations and we exclude them from to concentrate our attention on visually obvious features of a distribution over unit sphere 2 . The histogram (implemented as polar diagram see Figure 2 ) of plane projection of vectors u onto OXY plane clarify the directional structure of the set , however in incomplete way.
In order to consider the 3D structure we may either compute approximative density of points over sphere (see details below) or use 3D plot to show points at sphere 2 ; both approaches are shown for the ARS magnetic data at Figure 3 . It is important for the 3D plots to remember that in virtue of the discrete nature of variations (remember the precision of the data!) we sometimes get several different directions as one point at the unit sphere 2 . We may define the average global density of points over sphere as^= /4 (where is the total number of points). For a given latitude interval ( 0 , 1 ) in a similar way we define the corresponding density ( 0 , 1 ) = ( 0 , 1 )/ ( 0 , 1 ), here ( 0 , 1 ) is the number of points with latitude ∈ ( 0 , 1 ), ( 0 , 1 ) -the corresponding area. Now we may choose specific latitudes { } to provide all equal areas ( −1 , ) and to consider the relative densities ( −1 , )/^; this may show density irregularities. While the 3D-plot of all points u ∈ may be too cumbersome, the plot of smaller subset may reveal the geometrical pattern of distribution. Now address the KIV and SPG data: in general the typical variations |b| there are order of magnitude stronger then those of ARS data, see Figure 4 , we also obviously see the inhomogeneous nature of the directional distribution, the projections of the two clusters are shown on Figure 2 .
For the corresponding 3D plots no selection of the strong variations b is needed: the geometrical structure of density is obvious for both cases. Taking into account 3D-plots of Figure 5 we may speculate that the clusters of directions u are located in the vicinity of certain inclined 2D-plane. We may even algorithmically compute the best 2D-plane + + = 0 that approximates the given distribution of u in each case, indeed we may compute the orientation tensor for all u directions and derive its eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors. The smallest eigenvalue defines the 2D plane (that is perpendicular to the corresponding eigenvector ( , , )), the smaller this eigenvalue the more concentrated u directions in the vicinity of this plane. These inhomogeneous distributions seem to be the important feature of the magnetometer location which in principle may affect the magnetic data. Let us further name these planes as "polarization planes" for clarity and shortness.
To clarify the relation between the intensities of the variations b and the densities of the corresponding points at sphere 2 let us consider the mutual scatter plot of the two quantities: |b| and , where is the angle (in degrees) between the polarization plane and corresponding u. We see on Figure 6 the obvious negative correlation between them: the stronger the variation b the closer its direction to the polarization plane and smaller the angle . This effect was already demonstrated in a different way by Figure 3 , however for KIV data the polarization plane is inclined 30 ∘ therefore the dependencies of the density from the latitude are not that obvious.
The polarization plane of EBR data is inclined even more and here we may also use the alternative way to present the relations between angle and Figure 5 . Left: 3D plots of all directions u ∈ for the KIV data; right: the similar plot for the SPG data.
|b|, see Figure 7 . We again have weak variations and therefore polarization plane is less contrast on 3D plot.
Directions and Data Characteristics
By the nature of preprocessing algorithm the resulting unit vectors u are of different orientations, in real situation we get two big clusters that are oppositely directed. Obviously vectors u are linked to discrete derivatives (first differences) Figure 6 . Left: shown are the pairs ( , |b|) in coordinate axes (degrees, nT) for all directions u ∈ for the KIV data (see main text for the definition of the angle ); right: the similar plot for the SPG data. Grid lines mark 5% and 95% quantiles {B +1 − B }, however, in virtue of the damping of local trends, we may postulate only qualitatively "the bigger the derivative |B +1 − B | the bigger the value of |b|". The cluster structure can be revealed in two ways: either make the orthogonal projection of all u onto the polarization plane and then consider plane distribution or compute the usual polar diagram at plane. Another type of analysis may clarify the relations between |b|-values and the angles between the corresponding b and polarization plane (see Figure 6) . As a general rule we see here the negative correlation between this two entities: "the bigger the |b | the smaller the angle between b and the polarization plane". Since the extreme values of field derivatives correspond to large values of b therefore one may expect the strongest field derivative to be parallel to the polarization plane.
What will happen if we change preprocessing to the simple first-differences algorithm and then normalize the discrete derivatives? Essentially the spherical distribution of directions will be much the same as shown above, however some regular patterns (because of local trends) may appear.
Results
After the routine cross-check of numerous magnetic observatories we may state the following:
1. Almost any magnetometer reveals the existence of the polarization plane for the directions of 1-minute variations. However, especially if considered the data from only the undisturbed periods of magnetic activity, the polarization effect at certain locations can be very weak. In contrast the data from nearabout time of the magnetic storms show the polarization effect in much more obvious way.
2. The orientation of the polarization plane does not depend on the particular choice of the seasonal data: such a plane seems to be stable for a given magnetometer at least at the scale from one day to decades.
3. The orientation of the polarization plane differs from location to location: it need not to be horizontal, sometimes (see Figure 7 for instance) it is inclined more than 60 ∘ to the horizontal plane. No clear dependencies between the inclination of the polarization plane and the inclination of the local main magnetic field lines were detected. Also we were yet unable to derive any functional dependency from the geographical locations (latitude and longitude).
4. The strong 1-minute variations of the magnetic field at each observatory demonstrate the clear tendency to stay parallel to the polarization plane. Moreover the strong variations show the structure of two opposite clus- ters. In other words we may expect the strongest variation to lie within rather limited solid angle of 3D-directions.
Discussion and Conclusions
To stay within the traditional knowledge we may speculate that studied short-term magnetic variations mainly appeared as local induction effects related to the electric currents in the crust. The structure of the conducting media need not be necessarily homogeneous therefore there is no reason to expect that all such electric currents will provide only horizontal magnetic variations. Nevertheless it seems amazing that there exist the stable geometrical structure of the short-term magnetic variations and it is not dependent of the time-scale. We are not yet ready to compare the different timescales: right now we have considered only the available most frequent magnetic variations [Gvishiani et al., 2014] .
It is important to remark that this polarization effect appeared obvious only after the nonlinear transformation (normalization) of variations. Without this the plane polarization cannot be easily detected by the separate component analysis of the magnetic field.
On the other hand this polarization effect can be easily verified on a wide family of magnetic variometers since we do not need any absolute calibration of the magnetic data. Up to now we used mostly INTERMAGNET observatory data but the network of variometers sometimes is much more dense; the further research will clarify the space scale of the polarization effect using neighboring magnetic stations. If only local conditions are responsible for the orientation of the polarization plane we then indeed may have a sort of statistical prediction of the local magnetic activity effects at least at the short timescale.
